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This paper presents series of PBIB designs with m associate classes in which 
the treatment set is a subset of the Z(p”)-module of n x 1 vectors over the 
ring of integers modulo pm, p any prime. The association scheme of this series 
of designs is determined by the Fuller canonical form under row equivalence 
of n x 2 matrices [a, b] for vectors a and b in the treatment set. The blocking 
procedure utihzes fuIl rank s x n matrices over Z(p*), 1 < s < n - 2, 11 > 3. 
For ~IZ = 2, n = 3, s = 1 and for each prime p, each PBIB is regular divisible 
and yields a finite proper uniform projective Hjelmslev plane with parameters 
j=pandk=p(p+l). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Bose and Nair [I] introduced partially balanced incomplete block 
d,esigns (PBIB designs). Bose and Shimamoto [2] rephrased the definition 
of a PBIB design to stress the distinction between the association scheme 
and the design. We choose to adopt a definition given in [4, p. 2821 for a 
PBIB design. Three other definitions also given in [4, pp. 1, 4, 2811 
precede this definition. 
DEFINITION 1.1. An incidence structure is a triple S = (@, 9, Y), 
where g:, 9, and 3 are sets with 9 n F = 4 and 9 C g x F. 
In an incidence structure S = (9, Y,4 we will call Y the set of points 
and 9 the set of flats, or blocks, and we will say point ai is in flat F if and 
only if (ai , F) E 9:. 
DEFINITION 1.2. An incidence structure with equally many points on 
every block and equally many blocks through every point is a tactical 
configuration. 
Thus, if S = (g, 9,9) is an incidence structure, then for every x E 8, 
the number of flats FE F containing x is r and for every flat FE 9 the 
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number of points x on flat F is k, where r is independent of x and k is 
independent of F. Definition 1.2 forces vr = bk, where / 9 1 = v and 
19-j =b. 
DEFINITION 1.3. d’ is an m-class association scheme on set 9 if 
d = (A, ) A, )...) A,-,} is a partition of the collection of 2-subsets of B 
such that given {a,, a,} E Ai, the number pik of a, E .9 for which 
Ia, , a,) EAj and {a,, a,> EA!, depends only on i,j, k E{O, l,..., m - l> 
and not on a, , a,, . 
If se = {A, ) A, )...) A,-,) is an m-class association scheme on 9 and 
(a, , a,) E Ai , we call a, and a, ith associates. This definition forces for 
each a, E 8, ni , the number a, E B such that (a,, , a3 E Ai to depend only 
on i~(0, l,..., m - l> and not on a, . 
DEFINITION 1.4. A partially balanced incomplete block (PBIB) design 
is a tactical configurations S = (9,F, 9) together with an association 
scheme & = (A,, A, ,..., A,-,} on 9’ such that given {a, , a,} E Ai, hi , 
the number of flats FE 9 incident with both a, and a, depends only on 
i E (0, l,..., m - l} and not an azL and a, . 
Not all the parameters b, v, r, k, ni , Xi , pjk for a given PBIB design 
with nz associate classes are independent. In fact, 
m-1 
vr = bk, v - 1 = c ni ; 
i=O 
m-1 
r(k - 1) = C h,?zi , 
i=O 
(1.1) 
i,j=O, I ,..., m - 1; 
I j 
‘bPj7c = %Pi?c 2 i,j, k = 0, l,..., nz - 1. 
2. THEFULLERCANONICALFORMANDTHETYPEOFAMATRIXOVER Z(P*‘~) 
An s x ~1 matrix A with elements in Z(p”) is said to have rank r if A is 
congruent modulo p to a matrix of rank r over the field Z(p). If a is any 
element of the ring Z(p”“), then a and p” have a greatest common divisor pt 
for some integer t, 0 < t < m. Thus, a is said to have degree t, d(a) = t: 
if (a,~“) = pt. From Fuller’s work [5] it can be inferred that for any 
n x u matrix A over Z(p”) with n > u there exists an n x rz matrix B of 
rank n (B is nonsingular) over Z(p”) such that BA is congruent modulo p” 
to a unique canonical form matrix F, A zr.e. F, and A is said to be row 
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equivdent to the Fuller row-canonical form matrix F = (f&), where F 
has the properties: 
(2.1) d(&) 3 d(j&) for all i and j. 
(2.2) Iffjj + 0, then d&) > d&) for i < j. 
(2.3) Every diagonal element&$ is of the form pt, 0 < t < m. 
(2.4) If i +j and d(fiJ > d(&), then j& = pm = 0 in Z(p”). If 
d(j&) < d(j& then fij is unique modulo j$ . 
An y2 x u matrix A over Z(pm) with IZ >, u has been said by McDonald 
[8] to have type (rO, r, ,..., r,) if A is row equivalent to a row-canonical 
form matrix F havingpO = 1, pl, p2 ,..., pm = 0 appearing r, , rl , p2 ,..., r, 
times, respectively, as diagonal elements. 
3. THE TREATMENT SET, THE ASSOCIATION SCHEME, AND THE BLOCKING 
PROCEDURE 
Let (Z(P’“>, 47, .) be the ring of integers modulo pm for any 
prime p and any positive integer m. Let Z(pm) = (01~ + xlp + *** + 
%r-1 P m-1 1 ai E Z(p)>. Z(p”, n) = (x = col.(x, ,..., xJ [ xi E Z(pT”)) is a 
finitely generated Z(p”)-module whose elements will be called vectors. 
Define the relation 9 on the subset S = {x = col.(xJ / some xi is a unit 
of Z(p”)} of Z(pm, E) such that xB~ if and only if x = Av for some unit h 
of Z(p’“). There are p” -pm-l units in the ring Z(P~). The relation W 
is an equivalence relation on S. Let V(n) = {a,, a, ,..., a,-,} be any 
complete set of representatives relative to the equivalence relation 9Z on S. 
We require that a,-, = col.(l, 0 ,..., 0) and a, = col.(O, 1, 0 ,.,., 0) as well 
as the points a, = col.(a, ,pt, O,..., 0), where OI~ is a unit modulo pt, 
t = 1, 2,..., m - 1, belong to V(n). 
If B is the set of all s x n matrices P of rank s with elements in Z(pm) 
and with s < n - 2, define relation - on 9 such that if P and P’ are in 8, 
P - P’ if and only if P = BP’ (modp”) for some s x s nonsingular 
matrix B over Z(p’“>. The relation - is an equivalence relation on 8. 
Let g = (PI, P, ,..., P,} be any complete set of representatives relative 
to the equivalence relation - on 9. We require that PI = [I, , 0] E 27. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Point ai of V(n) and flat P% of LL? are called incident, 
and in that case we write a,lP, , if and only if P,a, = 0 (modpm). 
S = (V(n), 98,1) will be shown in Theorem 3.1 to be a tactical conjigu- 
vation. 
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DEFINITION 3.2. Let & = {A,, A, ,..., A,-,) be a set whose elements 
A, are collections of 2-subsets of I’@) such that {ai , aj> E At if and only 
if the n x 2 matrix [ai , a$] has a McDonald-type (m + I)-tuple 
(2,0,0 ,..., O)ift=Oandtype(l,O ,..., O,rt= 1,O ,..., O)ift= 1,2 ,..., m-l. 
If 2-subset {a, , aj} E At , we say ai and aj are tth associates. 
Thus, points ai and aj are 0th associates if and only if [ai, aj] is row 
equivalent to the Fuller row-canonical form matrix 
and tth associates, for t = 1, 2 ,..., m - 1, if and only [ai , aj] is row 
equivalent to a Fuller row-canonical form matrix 
Ft = 
unit 
Pt 
0 . 
:\ 0 
We shall show in Theorem 3.1 that & is an m-class association scheme 
on V(n). 
THEOREM 3.1. S = (V(n), JZY:, I) together with &’ is a PBIB design with 
m associate classes. 
Proof. Let ai E V(n). Then since ai is row equivalent to a,-, , there 
exists an n x n nonsingular matrix R with elements in Z(p’“> such that 
Ra, = a,-, (modpm). If A! = (P, E 99 1 PiCai = 0 (modp”)) and % = 
(P, E 98 I Pzao-l = 0 (modp”“)}, then c$: A? + G such that for each 
Pk E A, $(Pk) = P,R-1 is a bijection and the number r of flats incident 
with point ai is given by 
for all ai E V(n). 
r = 1 Jr / = 1 e 1 (3.1) 
Let Pi E 5%’ and let [Pi] = {aj E V(n) 1 P,aj = 0 (modpm)}. Then Pi is 
row equivalent to a Fuller-type row-canonical form matrix H with the 
property that each row contains at least one nonzero element, that the 
first nonzero element in any row is a 1, and that the column in which that 
first nonzero element occurs consists entirely of zeros except for that 1. 
This is the familiar Hermite row echelon form of a rank s, s x n matrix. 
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Elementary column operations over Z(p”) will reduce H to the form 
PI = [I8 , 01. Thus, there exist nonsingular matrices Ii and B such that 
RPiB = P, (modp’“). The mapping p [PJ = [PI] such that if aj E [Pi], 
then Y(q) = B-luj is one-to-one and onto, and, therefore, 
k = I Pill = KPxll (3.2) 
for all Pi E 28. Hence, S = (V(n), 59’,1) is a tactical configuration. 
We must show that LX? is an m-class association scheme on V(n). If 
{a, , a,} E Ai, then [a,, a,] =r.e. Fi = [a,-, , aJ, where, as before, 
a,-, = col.(l, 0 )...) 0) and ai = (ai , pi, 0 ,..., 0), with ai a unit modulo pi if 
i > 0 and 01~ = 0 if i = 0. Hence, let %? = {a, E V(n) / [a,, a,] zr.e. pj 
and [a, , a,. zr.e. Ffc} and L% = {a, E V(n) 1 [avpl , a,] &.e. Fj and 
[ai , a,] =r.e. Fk>. Since there is an II x y1 nonsingular matrix B over 
Z(p”) such that B[aau , a,] = [a,-, , ai] (modp’“), the function 5: V + 9 
such that [(as) = Ba, is one-to-one and onto, and, therefore, 
(3.3) 
for all i, j, Ic s (0, I, 2 ,..., m - I>. Hence, & is an I%-class association 
scheme on V(n). 
Finally, if {a, , a,} E Ai for some Ai E z2, then there exists an y1 x n 
nonsingular matrix B over Z(p”z> such that B[a, , a,] = Fi = [a,-, , ai] 
(modpm). Thus, if we let d = (Pk E ~8 I Pk[au , a,] = [0, 0] (modp”l)} and 
9 = (Pz E 2 j P,[LI~-~ , ai] = [0, 0] (modp”l)}, the mapping 6: 8 + 9 
such that i3(P,) = P&l is bijective. Hence, for all i = 0, I,..., m - 1, 
Xi=/d/=/9jI, (3.4) 
and S = (V(n), 58, I) together with & is a PBIB design with nz associate 
classes. 
In Section 4, the parameters of the PBIB design (S, LX!) are determined. 
4. DETERMINATION OF THE PARAMETERS OF THE PBIB DESIGN 
It is widely known [7] that the number of s x y1 matrices of rank s over a 
finite field GF(q) is g(s, n) = (q” - l)(q” - q) a** (4% - q”-I). It can be 
shown (see [3], for example) that the number of s x n matrices of rank 
s over Z(pm) is given by 
g(s, n) = (p" - l)(p" - p) ** * (p" - pS-l)p(+l)ns. (4.1) 
We use (4.1) to determine some of the parameters of the design. 
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THEOREM 4.1. (i) The parameters of the tactical configuration 
S = (V(n), B’, I) are 
k = pmhv _ ph-l,cn-s, 
P” - Pm-l 
A, = pst “(;(; ; 2) ) t = 0, l,..., m - 1. 
, 
(ii) The parameters of the association scheme d are 
P rn(n-1) _ P (m-l)(n-l) no =p” 
P” -Pm-l ) 
,Ti = p(m-iHn-i) _ pc?7-i-l)(n-l, 3 
i = 1, 2 ,..., m - 1, 
“-2pfl 
Pi0 = Pp” _ pn”-l pcllz-l)n, P60 = P 
m pmw-l) _ pbn-lHn-l) 
pm-ppm-1 ' 
i = I, 2 m - 1, ,..., 
PL =P (nz-k)(n-1) _ pcm-~-l,cn-l, 2 lbk<i<m-I, 
p”. zz = pcm-i,(n-l) _ 2pcm-i-1,cn-l, 3 i = 1, 2,.. ., m - 1, 
p", 32 =pcm-Nn-l, ~pbj-l)(n-l) 7 O<i<j<m--1, 
& = 0, O<i<j<k<m-1, O<j<k<i<m-I, 
O<j<i<k<m--I. 
Proof. The subset S = (x = col.(x, ,..., XJ j some xi is a unit of 
Z(p”“)} of the Z(p”)-module Z(p”, n) has order j S / = pm” - p(+lJn. 
There are p” - p”-l elements of S in each equivalence class of the equiva- 
lence relation 9? on S, and, therefore, there are [p”” - p@-lJn]/(p” - pm-“) 
distinct equivalence classes in S. Hence, 
v = 1 )7(n)] = [p”” -p(m-uq/(pm -p”-1). (4.2) 
The order of 8, the set of all s x n matrices of rank s with elements in 
Z(p”) is g(s, n), given by (4.1). The number of elements in each equivalence 
class relative to the equivalence relation - on 9 is g(s, s), given by (4.1) 
with n = s. Hence, the number of equivalence classes and the order of L%, 
any complete set of representatives, is 
b = ds, Wds, 4. (4.3) 
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From (3.1), r, the number of flats incident with ai E V(n); is Y = I @ j, 
where % = (P, E LAY [ Pzaudl z O}. 
Since a,-, = col.(l, 0 ,..., 0), the requirement that Ya,-, = 0 (modpm) 
forces each element of the first column of Y to be congruent to zero in 
Z(p”). Moreover, Ya,-, = 0 (modp”) if and only if BYa,-, = 0 
(modp”) for each s x s nonsingular matrix B over Z(p”). Hence, 
/ “u 1 = Y = g(3, y1 - l)/g(S, S), (4.4) 
where each of g(s, n - 1) and g(s, s) is given by (4.1). 
By (3.2), the parameter k, the order of each flat [Pi], is l[P,]j, where for 
P, = [Is, 0] E g’, [PI] = {aj E V(n) 1 Plaj = O}. Vector aj , partitioned as 
aj = col.(aj’, a;), belongs to [PJ if and only if 
PIa? = [Is, 0] (:!I) = (i) (modpm). 
3 
Hence, a, = col.(O, a;), where u; is (n - s) x 1. Therefore, 
m(n-5) ~ph-l,cn-s, 
i[PJl=k=l v(n-~>i=’ pm-pin-1 . (4.5) 
From (3.4), we see that parameter Xi , the number of fiats Pi, E ~27 
incident with any two ith associates, i = 0, l,..., m - 1, is Xi = j 9 j, 
where 3 = (P, E g 1 Pz[a,-l , ai] = [0, O]}. If the s x n matrix YE B 
is partitioned by its columns as Y = (J+ , yZ ,..., v,): then Y& = [0, 0] 
(mod p”) if and only if [ y1 , aiyl + piyZ] = [0, 0] (modp”); that is, if and 
only if y1 E 0 (modpl”) and yZ E 0 (mod~“-~). Hence, psig(.s, n - 2) 
matrices Yin J? satisfy YFi = [0, 0] (modp”), and 
Ai = P”%G rz - Wds, 4, i = 0, 1,. .., m - 1, (4.6) 
matrices P, in 5B satisfy PkFi = [0, 0] (modpm). Hence, the parameters 
of S have been determined, and we proceed with the determination of the 
parameters of &. 
Let a5 be any point in V(fz). There exists an n x n nonsingular matrix R 
such that Raj = a,-, (modpl”). If 4 = (X E V(n) I [aj , X] has type 
(2, 0, OY.7 0)} and &0-l = {u E P’(n) j [a,-, , ~1 has type (2, 0, 0 ,..., O)>, the 
function /?: 4 -+ .&a-l such that for each x in 4 , P(X) = Rx is a bijection 
and the number of 0th associates of aj is n, = j 4 j = 1 &0-1 I. Thus, there 
is no loss of generality if a, is taken to be a,-, = col.(l, 0, O,..., 0). 
j &U-1 j = n, is the number of vectors x = col.(x, , x2 ,..., x,J such that 
the n x 2 matrix [a,-, , x] has row-canonical form F. . Thus, x, can be 
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any of the p” elements of Z(p”), while vector (xz ,..., x,) must be in some 
V(n - 1). Hence, 
l?o = p”” j V(lZ - 1)1 = p” p 
m(n-1) _ P (77-1)(72-l) 
P” - Pm-l * 
(4.7) 
As in the determination of n, , there is no loss of generality in the 
determination of ni, i = 1, 2 ,..., m - 1, if we find ni as the number of 
vectors x = col.(x, ,..., xn) in V(n) such that [a,-, , x] has type (m -I- I)- 
tuple (I, 0 ,..., 0, yi = 1, 0 ,..., 0). If [a,-, , X] is to be row equivalent to Fi 
for some unit c+ in Z(p”), then forj = 2,..., n, 
xj = xjipt + xj,i+lpi+l + **. + .xj,m-lpm-l, (4.8) 
in Z(pm) for elements xjk in Z(p), k = i,..., m - 1, with xji f 0 for somej. 
Moreover, since none of the elements xj above is a unit of Z(p”), x1 must 
be one of thep” - pm-l units of Z(p”). Thus, x1 can be chosen inp*‘” -pm-l 
ways and given any one of these choices for x1, vector (x2, xQ ,..., x,) can 
satisfy (4.8) inp(nz-i)(n-l) - p(+-l)(+l) ways. However, if [a,-, , x] is row 
equivalent to Fi for some unit 01~ for a given x in S, [a,-, , x] is row 
equivalent to F, for some unit 01~ for a given x in S, so is [a,-, , hx] for 
each unit h in Z(p”). Thus, 
ni 1 (p’” - p”-1) Pcm-i,(m-l) 
-pcnl-i-l,cn-l, 
p” - pm-l 
=pcm-i,cn-l, ~pfm-i-l)cn-l, 
2 i = 1, 2 ,..., 1% - 1. (4.9 
From (3.3) we get for each i, j, k E 10, l,..., m - 1) that p$ = j 9 /, 
where 
Lq = {a, E V(lZ)I [a,+, ) a,] ‘2 r;; and [ai ) a,] 22 F,}. 
We will determine some of the parameters p& and leave for the reader the 
determination of those that remain. 
If i = j = k = 0 and x is in S such that [a+, , x] =r.e. F. and 
[a, , x] =r.e. F, , then each of the matrices [a,-, , x] and [a,, x] must 
have rank 2 over Z(p”). Thus, if vector x is written as x = 
x0 + XlP + *.. + ~,-~p~-~, where each xi is an n x 1 vector over Z(p), 
then each of the n x 1 matrices [a,-, , x0] and [a,, x0] must have rank 2 
over Z(p). That is, x0 can be any one of the p” vectors over Z(p) except 
one of the vectors Xa,-, , or ha, for h in Z(p). Thus, there arep” - 2p + 1, 
y1 x 1 vectors x0 over Z(p) such that each of [a,, x0] and [a,-, , x0] has 
rank 2 over Z(p) and, therefore, there are (p” - 2p + 1) pncTn-l) vectors x 
in S such that each of [cL,-~ , X] and [a,, X] has rank 2 over Z(p”). Hence, 
P E. = (p” - 2p + 1) p(l”-l)y(pm - p”-1). (4.10) 
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The vector x = col.(x, , xp ,..., xn) in S is a 0th associate of each of the 
ith associates a,-, and ai , 1 < i < m - 1, if and only if one of x2 ,..., x, 
is a unit of Z(p”). Thus, 
pi0 = p” I V(n - 111 = pmp 
nz(n-1) _ cm-1)(n-1) 
p” -pprn& . (4.11) 
For1 <k<i<m-l,x=col.(x,,x,,...,x,)inSisakthassociate 
of the two ith associates a,-, and ai if and only if 
x1 is a unit in Z(p”), and 
x, = xakpk + .-. + ~,,,-,p~-~ in Z(pm), 
where a: = 2,..., n and where not all the 
X,k = 0 in Z(p). (4.12) 
Thus, there are (p”” -pm-l)(p(m-k)(n-l) -~(+~-l)(+l)) vectors x in S 
which are kth associates of each of the vectors a,-, and ai in V(n). Hence, 
2 Plik = P (na-7c)(n-l) ~pbT-k-l)(n-l) > 1 <k<i<m- 1. (4.13) 
Note that if i < k and x = col.(x, , xz ,..., xJG) satisfies (4.12) then the 
2 x PI matrix [ai , x] cannot be row equivalent to Fk , since 
Infact,forO<i<j<k<m-1 orO<j<k<i<m-1 or 
O<j<i<k<m-1thereisnovectorxinSsuchthatxisajth 
associate of the vector a,-, and a kth associate of vector ai For if there 
were such a vector x, then [a,-, , x] =r.e. Ff and [ai , x] =r.e. Fk . But if 
[a,-, , x] =r.e. Fj , then (4.12) with k replaced by j would hold for this 
vector x. However, for 1 < i < j < k < m - 1, (4.12) cannot be true if 
in addition [ai , x] =r.e. E;, , since (4.14) holds, where the last matrix in 
(4.14) cannot be row equivalent to Fk . Moreover, if 0 = i < j 6 k < 
m - 1, 
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and not Fk if (4.14) holds. On the other hand, if 0 < j < k < i < m - I 
or if 0 < j < i < k < m - 1, Eq. (4.12) with k replaced by j must hold. 
In these cases j < k, and the last of the matrices is not and, hence, none of 
the matrices in (4.14) can be row equivalent to Fb . Thus, 
Pf,c = 0, O<i<j<k<m-1, O<j<k<i<nz-1, 
O<j<i<k<nz--1. (4.15) 
We leave the remaining cases in the determination of the p;k to the 
reader. 
It can be seen in [6] that if m = I, the design produced by the blocking 
procedure of Section 2 involving the treatment set V(n) is the balanced 
incomplete block design of (n - s - 1)-dimensional subspaces of the 
(n - l)-dimensional projective geometry coordinatized by the elements 
of the field Z(p). Thus, since (n - s - 1) = 1 and IZ - 1 = 2, the 
example of Section 5 is a generalization of a finite projective plane 
geometry in which, in the generalization, more than one line can be 
incident with two points. With m = 2, n = 3, and s = 1, it is seen in 
[4, p. 2941 that each of the PBIB designs in Section 3 as the prime p varies 
is a regular divisible PBIB design and the associated geometry is a finite 
proper uniform projective Hjelmslev plane with parametersj = p, c = j2, 
7=j2+j+1, r=k=j(j+l), A,= 1, h,=j. Thus, for arbitrary 
m, 12, and s, the geometries associated with the designs of this paper must 
be generalizations of Hjelmslev planes. 
The referee points out that for m = 2 the association scheme of the 
2-class divisible, or group divisible PBIB design of this paper is a ladder 
graph. Also, the referee’s suggestions that the set of points be generalized 
to y1 x t matrices of rank t and that other moduli than prime power 
moduli be examined will be considered by the author. The author thanks 
the referee for his comments and for his suggestions in reorganizing this 
paper. 
5. AN EXAMPLE 
In Table I, the block x treatment adjacency matrix of a PBIB design 
with m = 2 associate classes as described in Section 3 is displayed. The 
series parameters are y = 2, n = 3, and s = 1. The design parameters are 
v = b = 28, Y = k = 6, n, = 24, n, = 3, A, = 1, A, = 2, p& = 20, 
pi, = 24, pi1 = 2, p& = & = 3, p,& = p&, = pyl = 0. Each of the 3 x I 
column vectors x in 2(2”, 3) which determine the treatment set V(3), and 
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TABLE I 
The Block x Treatment Adjacency Matrix of a PBIB Design with Two Associate 
Classes and with Series Parameters p = 2, n = 3, s = 1 
each of the 1 x 3 full rank matrices P over Z(29, which determine the set 
of blocks 9J, are written in Table I in quaternary notation. For example, in 
Table I, treatment 30 = 1(42) + 3(4l) + 2(4O) indicates vector col.(l, 3,2) 
in V(3) while block [30] of Table I is determined by the 1 x 3 matrix 
(1 3 2) over Z(27. 
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